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Presenta
ation synops
sis:

In media‐rich livingg spaces (likke cities of the future, urban and rural livingg residencies, virtual
ded with signals and meessages at all levels of
societiess, etc.), wherre thousandss of people aare overflood
perception and mod
dalities (visua
al, auditory, ttactile, olfacctory), the (i) dynamics oof individual attention
a
and the (ii) emergen
nce of collecttive attentionn appear to be among th
he most dem
manding challenges of
the inforrmation society. It is of high
h interest to understand how spon
ntaneous, loccal, human attention
a
raises, propagates an
nd eventually fades amoong large pop
pulations and
d society itseelf.

Formalizzing human attention
a
is extremely
e
di fficult, since
e it not only involves eviddence based research
(like thee analysis off measurable
e, indicative signs of attention), but also theorry based ressearch of
human ccognitive capacities. Wh
hile over thee past decad
des, researcch has succeeeded in esttablishing
several aattention theories (e.g. the Single CChannel The
eory, Feature
e Integrationn Theory, Pe
erceptual
Load Theory, Capacity Theory and Multiple Resource Theory)
T
and reference m
models (e.g. the SEEV
a neural prrocesses of attention
a
model), the operativve knowledge of the phyysiological mechanisms and
mory, learnin
ng, and decission making is still in
and its rrelation to perception, cognition, ressponse, mem
its infanccy.

Recentlyy, Digital Sign
nage Systems (DSSs) hav e emerged employing
e
em
mbedded sennsor technologies for

automated context recognition and content scheduling. With our SmartLight public display we have
shown how the recognition capabilities of DSSs can be extended to capture (i) presence, distance,
moving direction, estimated age, estimated gender and body mass of bypassers, to (ii) relate this
information to location, time of day, weekday, day of year, temperature, noise and light level, etc.,
and to (iii) use this information to control content playback. While now our SmartLight DSS is able to
relate content (commercials, news, etc.) adequately to given (recognized) situations, ultimately we
are interested in targeting the viewers attention.

Towards this end, we have developed an automated attention estimation mechanism based on an
passersby effort analysis. Capturing movement, body pose and gestures via depth image sensors, we
employ a pattern recognition chain classifying different levels of attention in real time, i.e. while a
passerby encounters a DSS. The output of the analyis of a single viewer encounter is an attention
rank, to be used as an element of interaction control, or later on for billing and management
purposes.

We identify a whole new category of potentials for future Attention Aware DSSs, among them being
(i) a thoughtful and adequate delivery of information, respecting interest and human cognitive
capacities, (ii) a revolutionary change to the principles and architectures of Digital Signage Software
and CMS systems, and (iii) attention rank based billing models (comparable to
hits/pageviews/impressions based billing models in online advertising systems) for the out‐of‐home
advertising business.

